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  Abstract— This paper presents novel experimental results for 
a 10 Gbps triple-hop relay-based all-optical free space optical 
(FSO) system by employing the amplify-and-forward relaying 
scheme. We provide a mathematical framework for the end-end 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the bit-error rate (BER) 
performance and confirm that the derived analytical results 
reasonably match experimental results especially at relatively 
high SNR. The evaluated BER performances under different 
atmospheric turbulence regimes (modeled by the Gamma-
Gamma distribution) show that the considered relay-assisted 
FSO system offers a significant performance improvement for 
weak to strong turbulence regimes, even without knowledge of 
the channel state information. More precisely, at a target BER of 
10-5 the proposed scheme offers ~5 dB and ~4 dB of SNR gains 
compared to the direct transmission for turbulence strengths  ��૛  
of ૜. � × ૚૙−૚૙ m-2/3 and ૞. ૝ × ૚૙−૚૛ m-2/3, respectively.
Index Terms— All-optical relaying, atmospheric turbulence, 
BER, free space optics (FSO), relay-assisted FSO   
I. INTRODUCTION 
s third and fourth generations (3G/4G) of mobile
networks have experienced tremendous increase of data
traffic, the service providers must address the bandwidth 
bottleneck issues at both the backhaul and last mile access 
networks in order to increase the network capacity. Both 
microwave and optical fiber based technologies will continue 
to retain their importance as a backhaul bearer. However, 
operators may also consider alternative technologies to 
overcome the spectrum congestion in certain applications, thus 
ensuring the most efficient use of the radio frequency (RF) 
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spectrum in dense-traffic areas. This could include point-to-
multipoint links in areas where spectrum for the conventional 
point-to-point links is becoming scarce and costly. To increase 
bandwidth and capacity, service providers are considering 
moving to higher frequencies (i.e., 40 and 80 GHz bands), but 
at the expense of reduced transmission coverage, which has 
adverse effects on the cost (i.e., deployment, site rental, 
maintenance, equipment, etc.). Alternatively, the free space 
optical (FSO) communications-based technology could be 
adopted to address the aforementioned problems particularly 
in the last mile access networks at much reduced cost 
compared to RF based schemes. FSO systems are mostly used 
for line-of-sight applications, thus offering similar capabilities 
as optical fiber communications with attractive features 
including a huge bandwidth, no licensing fee, inherent 
security, low cost of installation and maintenance, and 
immunity to electromagnetic interference [1], [2]. Data rates 
Rd up to 10 Gbps are readily available in commercial FSO 
systems operating over a link span of few kilometers [3] and 
up to 1.6 Tbps over a 80 m single outdoor link based on the 
dense wavelength division multiplexing technique was 
reported in [4]. 
Despite these advantages, the FSO link performance is 
aggravated by the atmospheric phenomena, which are highly 
variable and unpredictable, such as fog, smoke, clouds, snow, 
turbulence, and smog, thus resulting in optical attenuation, 
waveform distortion, and phase wandering due to scattering 
and absorption [5]. Therefore, with these channel imposed 
constraints, it is very challenging to attain up to 99.999% link 
availability [1]. Unlike fog, snow, and cloud, which induce 
attenuation, the atmospheric turbulence (AT), also known as 
scintillation, is the main source of random fluctuations of 
received optical radiation irradiance both in terms of intensity 
and phase variations even under the clear weather conditions 
[6]. A number of mitigation techniques have been investigated 
and proposed to combat the deterioration of signal quality due 
to adverse aforementioned atmospheric conditions including 
adaptive optics [7], spatial diversity [8], aperture averaging 
[9], modulation and signaling formats [10], coding [11], and 
hybrid RF/FSO systems [12], [13]. However, most of these 
mitigation techniques have the drawback of incurring high 
implementation complexity and/or cost. Therefore, with the 
aim of reducing the complexity and increasing the link span, 
this paper investigates an alternative approach based on the 
path routing using the all-optical FSO relay-based system. In 
this scheme, one or more relay(s) is(are) incorporated to the 
direct link between the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) 
nodes as illustrated in Fig. 1, which allows reducing path loss 
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and turbulence per link. Meanwhile, we can benefit from 
reduced launch power at the Tx and efficient fading reduction 
at the Rx in the case of employing parallel relays (due to 
almost independent fading coefficients) [14]. 
Most theoretical studies reported on relay-assisted FSO 
systems under turbulence conditions [15]–[18] have 
considered relay nodes based on electrical-to-optical (EO) and 
optical-to-electrical (OE) conversion modules. Thus, the need 
for high-speed electronics and electro-optics devices, analog 
gain units, and digital control, which contributed to the 
increased link latency, complexity, and high implementation 
cost. Alternatively, the entire system could be kept in the 
optical domain by introducing all-optical relay modules. 
Analysis of all-optical FSO relay-based systems employing 
the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) based amplify-and-
forward (AF) relay were reported in [19]–[22]. In particular, 
Monte Carlo simulation results for the bit error rate (BER) 
performance for the FSO relay system using fixed-gain optical 
amplifiers or optical regenerators under the weak turbulence 
regime was reported in [20]. In [23], an all-optical AF dual-
hop FSO system employing a 4-pulse position modulation 
operating at the wavelength of 1550 nm over Gamma-Gamma 
(ГГ) turbulence channel was reported showing that the 
required transmitted power is reduced proportionately to the 
amplifier gain. For example, with a gain of 10 dB, the transmit 
power per bit of 10 dBm is conserved at a target BER of 10-6 
over a link span of 3 km. Furthermore, in [24] a cumulative 
density function (CDF) analysis for the end-to-end signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for relay-assisted subcarrier intensity 
modulation (SIM) all-optical FSO networks over the ГГ 
fading channel considering the pointing error was 
investigated. The authors also theoretically showed that the 
improvement in the outage probability can be obtained by 
employing the multiuser diversity gain. Recently a hybrid 
RF/FSO was considered to further enhance the system 
performance by adopting RF and FSO links from source-to-
relay and from relay-to-destination, respectively [25], [26]. 
The authors derived analytical expressions for the probability 
density function (PDF) and CDF, and investigated the outage 
probability and the BER performance of a dual-hop relaying 
system. However, almost all works reported on this topic are 
theoretical in nature with very little or no experimental 
verifications.  
 In [27], we experimentally verified the performance of an 
all-optical dual-hop 10 Gbps FSO link by employing all-
optical switching at the re-transmission point over a 
turbulence channel. Furthermore, in [28] we numerically 
simulated the performance of the multi-hop FSO system using 
a commercial software (with limited tools for turbulence) and 
showed that there was noticeable improvement in the BER 
performance compared to the conventional direct single link 
transmission. We also showed preliminary experimental 
results for SNR gains of 2.2 dB and 4.7 dB for dual- and 
triple-hop FSO relay links, respectively,  compared to the 
direct FSO link transmission, [28] at a target BER of 10-6 
under the turbulence strength of ~10-10 m-2/3 for a total link 
span of 6.6 m. In this paper, we significantly extend the 
experimental investigation campaign previously reported in 
[27] and [28] for a triple-hop FSO scheme employing AF 
relaying under different turbulence regimes, governed by ГГ 
distribution. We also outline the mathematical frameworks for 
the SNR and BER analyses for the proposed scheme supported 
by experimental validation. We prove that over the entire SNR 
range, there is an excellent match between the predicted and 
measured results. We also testify how multi-hop FSO 
transmission substantially improves the overall link 
performance under turbulence by exploiting the distance-
dependent fading variance of turbulence via implicitly 
shortening the transmission distance. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
II provides a brief explanation of the turbulence model and 
signal transmission formulation. In section III, we present the 
corresponding FSO performance analysis. Section IV explains 
the experimental setup. Measured results along with further 
analyses are discussed in Section V. Lastly, concluding 
remarks are highlighted in Section VI.  
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
A. Turbulence Model 
The turbulence induced fading (TIF), which is one of the 
main challenges in FSO systems, is due to variation of the 
refractive index along the propagation path caused especially 
by inhomogeneities in the temperature and pressure [6]. Due 
to  turbulence eddies the propagating optical beam experiences 
amplitude and phase fluctuations,  and loss of spatial 
coherence, which can ultimately result in optical power 
dropping below the Rx threshold level, thus leading to 
performance deterioration or even a total link failure [29]–
[31]. For turbulence induced irradiance fluctuations several 
statistical models have been proposed [2], [32]. The most 
common distribution models employed are Log-normal, 
mainly for weak turbulence, and ГГ for weak-to-strong 
turbulence regimes [33]. In this work, we model the TIF 
channel between the (j-1)th and jth relay, ℎ݆−ͳ,݆, (indexes 0
and 3 correspond to S and D) by the ГГ PDF as given by [6]: ߩ�ሺℎ�−ଵ,�ሻ =ଶሺఈఉሻሺഀ+ഁሻ/మΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻ ℎ�−ଵ,�ቀഀ+ഁమ ቁ−ଵܭఈ−ఉሺʹ√ߙߚℎ�−ଵ,�ሻ , (1) 
where Γሺ∙ሻ is the Gamma function, ܭఈ−ఉሺ∙ሻ is the modified
Bessel function of the 2nd kind of order ሺߙ − ߚ), α and β are 
the effective numbers of large and small scale eddies of the 
scattering process, respectively. For the case of plane wave 
propagation through homogeneous and isotropic atmopsheric 
turbulence, we have [6]: 
α = [exp ( (଴.ସଽ��మ൯ቀଵ+ଵ.ଵଵ��భమ/ఱቁళ/ల) − ͳ]−ଵ, (2) 
Fig. 1: Illustration of relay-assisted FSO communications 
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ߚ = [exp ( (଴.ହଵ��మ൯ቀଵ+଴.଺ଽ��భమ/ఱቁఱ/ల) − ͳ]−ଵ, (3) 
where ��ଶ is the scintillation index, which measures the
normalized optical intensity I variance at the Rx as [6]:   ��ଶ = ۃ�ଶۄۃ�ۄଶ − ͳ, (4) 
where <∙> denotes the ensemble average. Note that, in the 
weak fluctuation regime, ��ଶ is almost equal to the Rytov
variance �ோଶ [33]. Hence, we have:��,௣�ଶ ≈ �ோଶ = ͳ.ʹ͵ܥ௡ଶ݇଻/଺ �݀−ଵ,�ଵଵ/଺, (5) 
where ݇ = ଶ�� is the optical wave number, �݀−ଵ,� is the
propagation distance between (j-1)th and jth relay, and ܥ௡ଶ is
the refractive index structure parameter that is commonly used 
to measure the strength of turbulence and is highly dependent 
on the small scale temperature fluctuations, and the 
temperature structure constant ܥ ଶ், which is given by [6]:ܥ௡ଶ = ቀ8͸ ×  ͳͲ−଺ �்మቁଶ ܥ ଶ். (6) 
Here, P is the atmospheric pressure in millibar and T is the 
absolute temperature in Kelvin. ܥ ଶ் is related to the universal
2/3 power law of temperature variations as [6]: ܦ்  = ۃሺ�ଵ − �ଶሻଶۄ= ܥ ଶ்݈௢−రయܮ௣ଶ for    Ͳ ≪ ܮ௣ ≪ ݈௢ (7) ܥ ଶ்ܮ௣ଶ/ଷ for    ݈௢ ≪ ܮ௣ ≪ ܮ௢ ,
where �ͳ and �ʹ are temperatures at two points separated by
the propagation distance ܮ݌, and ݈݋ and ܮ݋ are inner and outer
scales of the small-temperature fluctuations, respectively [6].  
Fig. 2 presents ��ʹ , α, and β as a function of Rytov
variance for weak, moderate and strong turbulence regimes 
and for Lp of 100 m and  of 1550 nm. Note that, ��ʹ  increases
with ��ʹ reaching the saturation level at ��ʹ of ~4.5, wheras α 
decreases in weak turbulence reaching a minimum level at ��ʹ
of ~2.5 and then increasing with ��ʹ > 2.5. Whereas, β 
exponentially decreases with ��ʹ reaching a minimum value 
determined by the transverse spatial coherence radius of the 
optical wave [1].  
B. Signal Transmission Formulation 
As stated previously, we consider here an AF triple-hop 
FSO system using intensity modulation-direct detection (IM-
DD), which consists of four nodes: source (S), relay 1 (R1), 
relay 2 (R2), and destination (D), see Fig. 3. We assume that 
there is no direct link between S and D. At each hop, the relays 
amplify the received signal and forward it to the next relay or 
to the destination. We assume that the channels are stationary, 
memoryless, and ergodic with independent but not necessarily 
identically distributed fading statistics. The signal ݏͲሺݐሻ is
transmitted from S to R1, and the received signal at R1 is 
given by: ݕோభሺݐሻ = ℎௌோభݏ଴ሺݐሻ + ݊ଵሺݐሻ, (8)
where  ℎௌோభ is the channel gain from S to R1. ݊ଵሺݐሻ is the
noise at R1, which can be considered as a combination of the 
ambient light, thermal, dark, and shot noise of the Rx, 
modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with 
zero mean and a power spectral density of �଴ [1]. ݕோభሺݐሻ is
afterwards amplified using an optical amplifier (OA) and then 
retransmitted to R2 via the second free space turbulence 
channel. The received signal at R2 is given as: ݕோమሺݐሻ = ℎோభோమሺℊଵݕோభሺݐሻ + �ଵሺݐሻሻ +  ݊ଶሺݐሻ, (9) 
where �ଵ is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
of OA at R1 and ݊ଶሺݐሻ is the noise at R2. In most previous
works reported on relay-assisted FSO networks, the OA gain ℊ was assumed to be fixed [15], [19], [20], [22], [34]. 
However, in this work we define ℊ for jth OA relay (j = 1, 2, 
3) as [24]: ℊ� = √ �ೃ�ℎ�−భ,�మ �ೄమ+�బ , (10) 
where �� and �ோ are the transmit and received powers at S and
relay/destination (i.e., either R1, R2, or D), respectively. Note 
that, we assume that the relay transmits the signal under a 
maximum total power constraint and ℊ is self-adjusted in 
order to ensure a fixed output power with varying input 
powers, which is typical for real optical networks comparable 
to theoretical works based on assumptions from RF domain. 
At D, the received signal prior to amplification is given as: ݕ�ሺݐሻ = ℎோమ�ሺℊଶݕோమሺݐሻ + �ଶሺݐሻሻ + ݊ଷሺݐሻ, (11)
where �ଶ is the ASE noise of OA at R2 and ݊ଷ is the noise at
D. Following pre-amplification at the Rx the signal is given 
as: ݕ� ′ሺݐሻ = ℊଷݕ�ሺݐሻ + �ଷ(t), (12) 
where �ଷ is the ASE noise of OA at R3. Similarly, (12) can be
written as:  ݕ� ′ሺݐሻ = ℊଵℊଶℊଷℎோభோమℎோమ�[ℎௌோభݏ଴ሺݐሻ + ݊ଵሺݐሻ] +ℊଶℊଷℎோమ�[ℎோభோమ�ଵሺݐሻ + ݊ଶሺݐሻ] + ℊଷ[ℎோమ��ଶሺݐሻ +݊ଷሺݐሻ] + �ଷሺݐሻ . (13)
Fig. 2: Values of ��ଶ, ߙ, and ߚ under different turbulence regimes: weak,
moderate to strong, and saturation
Fig. 3: Schematic block diagram of a triple-hop all-optical AF relay-assisted 
FSO link.
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III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the analytical SNR and BER for 
the triple-hop AF all-optical FSO link over the ГГ turbulence 
channel as end-to-end performance indicators. From (13), we 
can consider ݕ�′ሺݐሻ to be equivalent to a direct transmission
system whose input-output relation is represented by: ݕ� ′ሺݐሻ = ℎ�௤ݏ଴ሺݐሻ + ݊�௤, (14)
where  ℎ�௤ = ℊଵℊଶℊଷℎௌோభℎோభோమℎோమ� and ݊�௤  is the AWGN
with zero mean and variance �ଶ given by:�ଶ =ℊభమℊమమℊయమ��భమ +ℊమమℊయమ��భమ +ℊమమℊయమ��మమ +ℊయమ��మమ +ℊయమ��యమ +��యమℊభమℊమమℊయమ+ଶℊమమℊయమ+ଶℊయమ+ଵ . (15)
In (15), we have used the fact that ܧ[ℎௌோభଶ ], ܧ[ℎோభோమଶ ], andܧ[ℎோమ�ଶ ] of ГГ distribution are equal to 1. Thus, the end-to-end
SNR ߛ�ଶ�, of the overall system can be written as:ߛ�ଶ� = ሺℊభℊమℊయℎೄೃభℎೃభೃమℎೃమ�ሻమ� , (16a) 
where � =  ℊଶଶℊଷଶℎோమ�ଶ(ℊଵଶℎோభோమ�௡భଶ + ��భଶ ൯ +ℊଷଶℎோమ�ଶ[ℊଶଶ�௡మଶ + ��మଶ ሻ + ℊଷଶ�௡యଶ + ��యଶ . (16b) 
In order to compute the BER, we have used the PDF 
derivation of a product of two random variables (RVs), which 
is generally given as [35]: ݂ሺݖሻ = ∫ ଵ|�| ௑݂ሺݔሻ ௒݂ ቀ��ቁ ݀ݔ∞−∞ , (17) 
where z is the product of  RVs x and y (ݖ = ݔݕ). Using (17) 
and the concept of transformation of RVs, we can derive the 
PDF of ℎ�௤  in Meijer-G function as:݂(ℎ�௤൯ =  ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇଷ ℎ��ഀ+ഁమ −భሺℊభℊమℊయሻഀ+ഁమ  ×ܩ଴,଺଺,଴ (ሺఈఉሻయℎ��ℊభℊమℊయ | −,−ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ,ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ,ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ) . (18) 
Following this, the CDF of the ℎ�௤  is evaluated as:ܨ(ℎ�௤൯ = ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇଷ ቀ ℎ��ℊభℊమℊయቁഀ+ഁమ  × ܩଵ,଻଺,ଵ ቆሺఈఉሻయℎ��ℊభℊమℊయ | మ−ഀ−ഁమഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ,ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ,ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ  ,−ഀ−ഁమ ቇ. (19) 
Considering the non-return-to-zero on-off keying (NRZ OOK) 
modulated signal format, the probability of error as a function 
of ℎ�௤is given by:��(ℎ�௤൯ = ͳʹ ݁ݎ݂ܿ ( ℎ�௤ʹ√ʹ�ଶ). (20) 
 Therefore, the BER can be obtained from [20] as: �� = − ∫ ܨ(ℎ�௤൯∞଴ ݀��ሺℎ�௤ሻ . (21) 
From (A5) in Appendix A and CDF of h, the BER of the dual-
hop system can be written as: ��ଶ = ቌ ሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻቍଶ ሺ8�ଶଶሻഀ+ഁ+మరͶ√ʹߨ�ଶଶሺℊଵℊଶሻഀ+ഁమ ʹଶሺʹߨሻଶ × ܩଷ,ଵ଴଼,ଷ ቌ8��ଶሺߙߚሻସʹ଼ℊଵଵℊଶଶ |ଶ−ఈ−ఉସ , ଶ−ఈ−ఉସ , ସ−ఈ−ఉସ�ଶ, −ఈ−ఉସ , ଶ−ఈ−ఉସ ቍ, 
  (22) 
where = ఈ−ఉସ , ఈ−ఉ+ଶସ , ఉ−ఈସ , ఉ−ఈ+ଶସ . Similarly, the BER for a 
triple-hop system is given as follows: ��ଷ = ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇଷ (଼�మ൯ഀ+ഁ+మరସ√ଶ��మሺℊభℊమℊయሻഀ+ഁమ ଼ሺଶ�ሻయ × ܩଷ,ଵସଵଶ,ଷ൮ ଼�మሺఈఉሻలଶభమሺℊభℊమℊయሻమ | మ−ഀ−ഁర ,మ−ഀ−ഁర ,ర−ഀ−ഁరഀ−ഁర ,ഀ−ഁ+మర ,ഁ−ഀర ,ഁ−ഀ+మర ,ഀ−ഁర ,ഀ−ഁ+మర ,ഁ−ഀర ,ഁ−ഀ+మర ,ഀ−ഁర ,ഀ−ഁ+మర ,ഁ−ഀర ,ഁ−ഀ+మర ,−ഀ−ഁర ,మ−ഀ−ഁర ). (23) 
By carefully observing (22) and (23), we can further 
generalize the BER expression for N-hop link as: �� = ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇ� ሺ଼�మሻഀ+ഁ+మరସ√ଶ���మ ሺℊ�ሻഀ+ഁమ ଶ�ሺଶ�ሻ� ×ܩଷ,ସ�+ଶସ�,ଷ ቆ଼��మ ሺఈఉሻమ�ଶర�ℱ�మ |మ−ഀ−ഁర ,మ−ഀ−ഁర ,ర−ഀ−ഁర��,−ഀ−ഁర ,మ−ഀ−ഁర ቇ,  (24) 
where ℱ� = ℊଵℊଶ … ℊ�, �� implies that � is repeated N-
times, and ��ଶ denotes the equivalent variance for N-hop. Note
that, if we consider the value of all gains to be equal as ℊ then ℱ = ℊ� .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
With the outdoor FSO measuring set-up developed it is 
challenging and time consuming to carry out full system 
performance evaluation under all weather conditions. 
However, using the purpose built indoor laboratory testbed we 
are able to carry out comprehensive measurement campagin 
for the proposed system under a controlled environment over a 
short time scale.  The schematic diagrams of proposed indoor 
experimental single, dual-hop, and triple-hop AF FSO relay 
assisted systems setup are illustrated in Figs. 4(a), (b), and (c), 
respectively.  The systems are composed of a combination of 
FSO links of a total span of 6.6 m, EDFA, single mode fibers 
(SMF), and optical components. Note that, the experimental 
campaign took three weeks to be completed where we carried 
out several measurements for each turbulence regimes to 
ensure repeatability of results.  As shown in Fig. 4(a), at the 
Tx, a signal source/BER tester (BERT-VeEX VEPAL TX300) 
is used to generate a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) 
di in the NRZ-OOK format at Rd of 10 Gbps for IM of a 1550 
nm distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode. An optical digital 
attenuator and a 50/50 coupler are used to control the level of 
transmit power �� and split the signal into two, for both
transmission and monitoring using an optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA). The laser output is then launched into the free 
space channel via a gradient-index (GRIN) fiber collimator 
(Thorlabs 50-1550A-APC) with a clear aperture diameter lens 
of 0.18 cm. In order to focus the optical beam and minimize 
the divergence of the optical beam, two plano convex lenses 
Lens 1 and Lens 2 with a focal length f of 10 cm were placed 
after the Tx and before the Rx, respectively.  At the Rx a 
GRIN fiber collimator is used to couple the received optical 
beam into the SMF the output of which is amplified using an 
EDFA. The signal is then applied via a 50/50 coupler to an 
OSA and a BERT for the link assessment in terms of the BER 
and SNR. Both dual-hop and a triple-hop AF FSO relay 
system were implemented based on Fig. 4(a). Fig. 5 depicts 
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the photo of an indoor experimental setup for the triple-hop 
AF FSO link as shown in Fig. 4(c). 
In a controlled indoor environment using a dedicated 
atmospheric chamber, the strength of turbulence is controlled 
by blowing hot air from two 2 kW external heating fans in the 
direction perpendicular to the propagating optical beam along 
the transmission path. The heating sources were positioned 
near and/or away from the FSO Tx or Rx as shown in Fig. 5. 
In order to maintain a constant temperature gradient within the 
chamber well above the required 6 °C along the propagation 
path the temperature were kept at the room temperature of ~25 
°C and  within the range of 25 °C to 80 °C, respectively with 
the wind speed of <10 m/s. The strength of turbulence was 
varied by means of controlling the output of the fan heaters 
and thus varying the temperature profile. Moreover, two 
plastic barriers were placed at the ends of optical table in order 
to maintain the temperature profile along the chamber. To 
continuously monitor the temperature profile along the 
channel and ultimately be able to determine ܥ௡ଶ, we recorded
the instantaneous temperatures every 4 seconds throughout the 
experiment using 20 temperature sensors positioned at 0.28 
cm apart along the channel (i.e., between the Tx and the Rx). 
While carrying out the experimental measurement with no 
turbulence, we ensured that the temperature along the channel 
was kept at the room temperature. With turbulence, we 
continuously recorded the temperature at 20 different positions 
T1-T20 along the channel. All the main parameters adopted in 
the experimental setup are summarized in Table 1.  
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this section, the experimental results for the single, dual-
hop, and triple-hop all-optical FSO relay-assisted systems with 
and without turbulence are presented. The relays are located at 
equal distance between S and D in order to ensure that FSO 
links were balanced and SNR was the same for each hop. 
Based on the measured temperature profile and the calculation 
using (5), (6) and (7), we have determined three average 
values of the turbulence ܥ௡ଶ of ͵.8 × ͳͲ−ଵ଴ m-2/3,  ͷ.ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଵ
m-2/3, and ͷ.Ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3 corresponding to �ோଶ of 0.77, 0.11,
and 0.01, respectively for total link span of 6.6 m. Results are 
validated theoretically by means of numerical evaluation of 
the BER using (22). 
 Fig. 6(a) presents comparison of measured and theoretical 
BER performance for single, dual, and triple-hop FSO links 
under a clear channel with no turbulence. We can observe 
from the figure that with the serial relay-assisted technique 
there is a remarkable improvement in the BER performance 
compared to the link with no relays. For example, for the 
measured data, at a BER of 10-5 there are ~3.0 dB and ~6.0 dB 
of SNR gains for dual and triple-hops, respectively compared 
to the single FSO link. Note that, by splitting the overall link 
span into smaller sections more energy (or power) is 
conserved. Notice the perfect match between theoretical and 
measured plots for all cases, particularly for the BER range 
below 10-4. The slight mismatch between predicted and 
measured plots at higher values of BER (i.e., >10-4) is due to 
losses associated with the optical components and ASE noise 
of EDFA in experimental case.  
Fig. 6(b) then illustrates the measured and predicted BER 
performance against the SNR for single, dual, and triple-hop 
FSO links under a turbulence regime (i.e., ܥ௡ଶ = ͵.8 × ͳͲ−ଵ଴
m-2/3) compared with the experimental result for the triple-hop 
link with no turbulence. As expected, under a stronger 
turbulence regime the propagating optical wave front will 
Fig. 4: Block diagram of the experimental setup of (a) direct link (b) dual-hop 
(c) triple-hop AF FSO relay-assisted systems 
Fig. 5: Snapshot of the laboratory triple-hop FSO link setup 
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experience much higher degree of intensity and phase 
fluctuations [21]. Similar to Fig. 6 (a), we observe that the 
relay-assisted schemes offer much improved BER 
performance compared to the direct FSO link. For example, at 
a target BER of 10-5, (well below the forward error correction 
standard of 10-3) the SNR gains are ~1.5 dB and ~4.2 dB for 
dual-hop and triple-hop links, respectively for the measured 
data when compared to the direct FSO link experiencing the 
same level of turbulence. These higher performance gains are 
because of the ability of multi-hop transmissions to exploit the 
distance-dependent TIF variance. Comparing the predicted 
with experimental results confirms the validity of the BER 
analysis outlined in Section III. Note that, at a BER of 10-5 the 
SNR penalty for the triple-hop link with turbulence is ~4 dB 
when compare to the same link without turbulence. This 
additional SNR is required to compensate for the turbulence 
induced power fades. 
Furthermore, Fig. 6(c) depicts the experimental and 
theoretical results for the BER performance against the SNR 
for single, dual-hop, and triple-hop FSO links for ܥ௡ଶ = ͷ.Ͷ ×ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3. As a benchmark, the measured BER of a triple-
hop link with no turbulence is also shown in the figure. By 
increasing the number of hops/relays, there is an improvement 
in the SNR requirement. The results confirm the potential of 
the relaying system in combating the TIF compared to the 
direct single link. As observed, there is a trade-off between the 
number of relays and the average �� to achieve a particular
BER. For example, for measured plots at a BER of10-5 the 
SNR gains are ~2.8 dB and ~4.8 dB for dual-hop and triple-
hop, respectively compared to the single FSO link. As 
mentioned before, these SNR gains are because of reduced 
effects of the turbulence as the link span is shortened in 
relayed based systems. The marginal differences between the 
theoretical and measured plots in terms of SNR less than 0.5 
dB at higher values of BER stem from the fact that no ideal 
theoretical turbulence flow can be experienced in real practical 
environment. Furthermore, at a BER of 10-5 and ܥ௡ଶ = ͷ.Ͷ ×ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3, the SNR penalty for the triple-hop link is ~2.0 dB
compare to link with no turbulence. The SNR penalty is 
approximately 2.0 dB less compared to the link with  ܥ௡ଶ =͵.8 × ͳͲ−ଵ଴ m-2/3 as in Fig. 6(c).
Moreover, Fig. 6(d) illustrates the measured and theoretical 
BER performance against the SNR for the case of triple-hop 
FSO link for different turbulence levels. We can observe 
reasonable match between the analytically simulated and 
measured plots. However, for lower values of SNR, the 
analytical results slightly differ from the measured data owing 
to the optical amplifier noise. The BER performance degrades 
with the turbulence strength. For example, at a BER of 10-5 the 
SNR penalties are ~ 2.0 dB, 3.7 dB, and ~4.0 dB for ܥ௡ଶ ofͷ.Ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3, ͷ.ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଵ m-2/3, and ͵.8 × ͳͲ−ଵ଴ m-2/3,
respectively compared to the link with no turbulence. Note at 
higher levels of turbulence the beam front of propagating 
optical wave experiences higher level of intensity and phase 
fluctuations, which ultimately leads to much wider, scattered 
and random optical beam patters at the Rx as discussed in 
[29].  This characteristic is best described by Kolmogrov’s 
theory of turbulence where the refractive index changes in the 
order of several parts per million in every 1°K variation in the 
atmospheric temperature [32].  
Finally, in order to provide more insight into the practical 
application of the system, we further consider the extension of 
the link span to 500 m, which is compatible with the last mile 
network access typical requirements in urban areas [1]. Fig. 7 
shows the simulated BER performance for single, dual-hop, 
and triple-hop all-optical relay-assisted FSO links for  ܥ௡ଶ of ͳͲ−ଵଶ and ͳͲ−ଵ଺ m−ଶ/ଷ, representing typical strong and weak
turbulence regimes in an outdoor environment [36]. The plots 
confirm that the proposed scheme can successfully be adopted 
in a real practical environment, to ensure link availability and 
quality performance under turbulence conditions. For 
example, at a target BER of 10-3 the triple-hop link offers SNR 
gains of ~4 dB and ~5 dB for ܥ௡ଶ = ͳͲ−ଵ଺ and ͳͲ−ଵଶ m−ଶ/ଷ,
respectively, compared to the single link transmission case.  
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the performance of all-optical 
single, dual and triple-hop FSO links using the AF relaying 
technique over a turbulence channel. We carried out BER 
analysis for the general multi-hop relay-assisted FSO link 
considering the ГГ turbulence model, and validated them for 
the case of a triple-hop link through experiments. To the best 
of the authors’ knowledge, this was the first experimental 
demonstration based on all-optical multiple-hop relay-assisted 
system. Results presented demonstrated a good agreement 
between the analytical calculations and measurements, 
particularly at relatively high SNRs. Based on the 
experimental results specifically, it was shown that the triple-
hop FSO link substantially improves the overall link 
performance under atmospheric turbulence. Particularly, at a 
target BER of 10-5 about 4.8 dB and 4.2 dB of SNR gains were 
achieved compared to direct transmission for  Cnଶ of ͵.8 ×ͳͲ−ଵ଴ m-2/3 and ͷ.Ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3, respectively. As it was
analytically shown, these significant performance gains are 
due to the ability of multi-hop transmissions to exploit 
distance-dependent TIF variance by implicitly shortening the 
transmission span. By implementing an all-optical system, the 
overall system complexity is reduced (compared to electrical 
TABLE I 
MAIN PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENT 
Parameter Value 
Transmitter Data rate and signaling scheme 
Laser type 
Wavelength 
10 Gbps NRZ-OOK 
DFB 
1550 nm 
Output power 0.91 dBm 
 Lens 
Grin-lens aperture 
Beam divergence 
Clear aperture 
Focal distance 
0.18 cm 
0.25 mrad 
2.54 cm 
10 cm 
EDFA Max. output power 
Noise figure 
21 dBm 
< 7.5 dB 
Receiver Clear aperture 0.18 cm  
SMF-28 
Detector type 
Receiver sensitivity 
Responsivity 
Mode field diameter @ 1550 nm 
Attenuation @ 1550 nm 
PIN 
-16 to -1 dBm 
0.6  
10.4 ± 0.8 µm 
≤ 0.2 dB/km 
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relaying) making it an attractive solution for future ad-hoc 
optical wireless systems. 
(c)
(d)
Fig. 6: Experimental (exp) and theoretical (theo) results for BER vs SNR for: 
(a) single (S), dual-hop (D), and triple-hop (T) with no turbulence; (b) S, D, T 
for  ܥ௡ଶ = ͵.8 × ͳͲ−ଵ଴ m-2/3, and exp. T with no turbulence (c) S, D, T links 
for  ܥ௡ଶ = ͷ.Ͷ × ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3, and an exp. T link with no turbulence; and (d) 
triple-hop link with and without turbulence. 
Fig. 7: Simulated BER performance for all-optical single (S), dual-hop (D), 
and triple-hop (T) FSO links for ܥ௡ଶ of ͳͲ−ଵଶ m-2/3 and ͳͲ−ଵ଺ m-2/3 and a total 
link span of 500 m 
APPENDIX A 
The steps for the derivation of (18) using (17) are outlined 
below. From (1) we can write the PDF expressions for the 
channel gains of the source to R1 ሺℎௌோభሻ and  R1 to R2ሺℎோభோమሻ, which are given as:݂(ℎௌோభ൯ = ʹሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻ (ℎௌோభ൯ഀ+ഁమ ܭఈ−ఉ (ʹ√ߙߚℎௌோభ), (A1) ݂(ℎோభோమ൯= ʹሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻ (ℎோభோమ൯ഀ+ഁమ ܭఈ−ఉ (ʹ√ߙߚℎோభோమ). (A2) 
Using (17), and considering ℎ = ℎௌோభℎோభோమ , the PDF of ℎ can
be computed as:  ݂ሺℎሻ = ∫ ݂ሺℎௌோభሻ݂ሺ ℎℎೄೃభሻ ଵ|ℎೄೃభ|∞଴ ݀ℎௌோభ . (A3) 
Substituting the values from (22) and (23) and using the 
Meijer-G representation of the modified Bessel function of 
second type [[37], Eq.8.4.23.1] we can rewrite (A3) as:  ݂ሺℎሻ =ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇଶ ℎഀ+ഁమ −ଵ ∫ ℎ�ோభ−ଵ ܩ଴,ଶଶ,଴∞଴ (ߙߚℎௌோభ| −,−ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ) × ܩ଴,ଶଶ,଴ ( ఈఉℎℎೄೃభ| −,−ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ) ݀ℎௌோభ. (A4) 
Using [[37], Eq. 8.24.1.1] and the property of Meijer-G 
function [[37], Eq. 8.2.2.15], we can obtain the PDF of h, 
which is given as: ݂ሺℎሻ =ቆሺఈఉሻഀ+ഁమΓሺఈሻΓሺఉሻቇଶ ℎഀ+ഁమ −భℊభഀ+ഁమ  ܩ଴,ସସ,଴ (ሺఈఉሻమℎℊభ | −ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ,ഀ−ഁమ ,ഁ−ഀమ ). (A5) 
Since the proposed system has three-hop, the PDF of the 
channel gain for R2 to D (ℎோమ�), which is also  distributed,
can be expressed as in (A1) and (A2): ݂(ℎோమ�൯ = ʹሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻ (ℎோమ�൯ഀ+ഁమ ܭఈ−ఉ (ʹ√ߙߚℎோమ�). (A6)
Now, let’s consider a new random variable ℎଷ� = ℎℎோమ�.
Using (17) in the same way to derive ݂ሺℎሻ, we obtain the PDF 
of the equivalent SNR at the destination as follow: 
(a)
(b)
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݂ሺℎଷ�ሻ = ቌ ሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻቍଷ ℎଷ�ഀ+ഁమ −ଵℊଵℊଶഀ+ഁమ  ×  ܩ଴,଺଺,଴ ቆሺߙߚሻଷℎଷ�ℊଵℊଶ | −ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ , ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ , ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ ቇ 
(A7) 
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that experimental setup uses one 
more amplifier gain. Following (18), the final PDF for the 
equivalent channel gain ℎ�௤ = ℊଷℎଷ� for the given system is
obtained as: ݂(ℎ�௤൯ = ቌ ሺߙߚሻഀ+ഁమΓሺߙሻΓሺߚሻቍଷ ℎଷ�ഀ+ഁమ −ଵሺℊଵℊଶℊଷሻഀ+ഁమ  ×  ܩ଴,଺଺,଴ ቆሺߙߚሻଷℎ�௤ℊଵℊଶℊଷ | −ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ , ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ , ఈ−ఉଶ , ఉ−ఈଶ ቇ 
    (A8) 
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